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Chairman of the CUNY Board of Trustees
Herman Badillo has been asked to resign by
various Hispanic leaders over comments
which were deemed racist, disrespectful and
~~t. .
Badiilo, speaking at an event sponsored by
the Center for Educational innoVation, on
Sept.~ was asked for his view on the prob-
lein of teaching the new .waVe of Hispanic
immigrants from Central America. Badillo
=----IiIIilllIii4-~-~~1ItIar:R-c18JbR'¢1Ie~·.
~~~~t·w'!iolirr conversation .with .iC~WjS6i~-.'- :
.. IfciPasJDidcuc ·schOOI, pr~aycii·1ietie.··
;;:=~;J -rbebigcst piroblan we··hPe is dI8t we arc
getting~ of studcuts wbo moe 12, 13,
14 years old tiom the bills ofMexico and the
Dominiam Republic who have never been to
any sdaooI," said Badillo. "There bas never
been a tradition ofcducation," Badillo contin-
ued. "They have education in some of the
. cities, but not in the bills." He then described
the physical features of these immigrants as
"pure Indianr- lDcasaod Mayaos who are,
you know, five feet tall with straight bait: And
wben they speak of LaRaza (Spanish ~
. -guage·cmct culton:); daey're·not'1aIking about
the Spanish language, they're talking about
the original Indian language."
441 am furious that a prominent leader of
our community would prove to be so callous
and prejudiced," said Juan Figueroa, presi-
dent of the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and
Education Fund.
In a press release from Dominicans 2000, a
non-profit organization that seeks to unite all
Dominicans in the United states, Badillo's
oommentmummigmts~oo~re~
from other students is equated to segregation
Students from various CUNY campuses,
including Baruch, Hunter, Hostos, LaGuardia
and Lehman, assembled the 'weekend follow-
ing Badillo's speeCh. As a result of the meet-
ing, a letter demandiDg Badillo"s resignation
was circulated. "CUNY is oars and we will
defend it, even fiom itsel('" stated tbe student
ICaders. ~o longer Win we tolerate tbe stew-'
ardsbip of· bigots and eIitisas. We are raising
. the standard of our leaders uCUNY.
Remediation· in cbaradCr will DO longer be
offered bere,"
Tbe Professional StaffCoUege at Brooklyn
CoIIegc,a SIUdcnt-bascd activist group, cited
pen:eiwd bigoted .emarks by Badillo about
Mexican aDd Dominican immignnts in the
New York City public SCbooI system, his role
ill dieMnating J'CIIICdiatim •.tbe SICIliol" c0l-
leges, aod a loss ofconfidc:nce in his ability to
provide unbiased k:adersbip for CUNY as
reasons for demanding Badillo's removal
usa Vice President Braulio Medina
passed out fliers of news clippings from -£I
. ..
'.' . . .'
CoDiiiIjiD"'iIiC TG"'f··of~-':.····ii·iiTJ
toward the pn>1I:eD and 1iccD.• 'POP""
tions, the focus of the disclIsskm' was _ .
. pre-teaI BDd teen issues. 1bc discuss_•.
also focused on .-cntiDg issues; the
problems parents of adolescent· teeas·
face, ana fears'parents may have wbaI·.
they allow their cbildrc:D to read pubIi-.
cations which deal with sensitive issues,
such. as puberty and sexuality.
~People are really scared," said
Woodson. "They are really scared ofclass . '.' '. ,_. '-'-'... " .
[issues], they. are scared of issues like. (Abar.~"",!rm••••lIir~·.21"I· .
. . - .' . - ·.(MI'~uU"' al ' ,.C.. -
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By Media Ariana
Contributing Writer
Judy Blume to .NeighborhoodAudience:
- --___ __. • .~ • . . ~~____ _ ~ • _,-_ __ __ •• __ ~__ 0" ~ _
Censorship a Product ofParental Fears
GI.3.I~".I"".,,,,,,,..tD'-''''''''''''''''·'''''·''''''''''' •.dJI1.on,,,,,,,,,,Gr,,,,,,,,oncenscnhlpof
............n McOi..£U.ID prali:II iaItIn f/lc (PtwiWI1 rSrArl8na) ..-'
The relationship between censorship and
the teen-age parent took center stage last
Tuesday night when author Judy Blume"
appeared as a guest of Barnes & Noble Union
Square on a panel with five other authors to
introduce Gramercy neighborhood residents to
her new book titled "Places I Never Meant to
Be: Original Stories By Censored Writers."
Blume, the author of many Generation X, Y
and baby boomer teen novels including "Tales'
of a Fourth Grade Nothing," "Otherwise
Known as SilCiia the Great," and 44Are You
There God? It's Me, Margaret," has puttog~ '.
er this collection of Stories in collaboration
with 12 other noIabIe authors, each contribut-'
. ing stories that had been banned by numerous
public,and school blxalies.
Panelists for the evening, autbotS David
Klass, .Walter Dean Myers, Rachel Vail,
Jaqueline Woodson and,. ofcourse, Blume, dis-
cussed tbetopics of censorship and barmed
books. The Panel also announced that all ofthe
book's royalties generated &om sales will be
donated. to die National Coalition Against
Censorship. The authors described how
many of the stories contained in the book were
banned because they dealt. with topics of ado-
lescent.sexuaIity, puberty, curiosity, homosex-
uality and what Blume refcrrecLto as the three
S"s: sex, swc:aribg aDd Satai1 .
W"db mudl oftbe panel's writing experience
'" . -, ".
. . . . '...
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Prior to this, Mr. Badillo served as a member
of the Board from 1980 to 1982 as an
appointee of Governor Hugh Carey, and in
July 1990 he returned $0 the Board as aI1
.appointee of Governor Mario Cuomo. He
was reappointed in July 1994 and from
February 1997 served as Vice Chairman of
the Board Mr. Badillo, a founding partner in
the New York City law firm of Fischbein,
Badillo, Wagner, Harding, became the first
full Commissioner of Hispanic origin in New
York City in 1962, when he was appointed to
lead the Department of Housing Relocation.
With his successful 1965 election campaign
in the Bronx, Mr. Badillo became the city's
first Borough President of Hispanic origin.
He also became, in 1970,' the first U.S.
Congressrnanof Puerto Rican origin when he
won the 21st Congressional District, which
included portions of the Bronx, Queens, and
Manhattan. He was reelected three times. A
native of Caguas, Puerto Rico, Mr. Badillo
has lived in New York City since he was
.eleven, He graduated magna cum laude from
CitY College in 1951 with a Bachelor of
Business Administlatioo and cum laude from
Brooklyn Law School in 1954. He was
admitted to the New .York Bar in 1955 and
became a Certified Public AccOimtant •
19S6.He is the author ofA Bill ofNo Rights:
AtticIJ.and,.AlMrican Prison System, pub-




"One of the reasons I
wanted this job was
because it is a great
opportunity to work
with a young program
and to help it expand,"
he said. Even though
he has just taken
office, Altman has
numerous projects in
the works. He has
been working on get-
ting the school
involved in city
issues. He is trying to






right now, however, is
to settle in his: new
position and to lead
the School of Public





lor's degree from City
College, his Master's from Purdue University
and his Ph.D. from Polytechnic Institute.
Altman has taught at well-known colleges.







served in the central
administration of SUNY Albany.
"I'm committed to public
service. "
look at the word choices," said Medina "[His]
words are worth grains of sand"
Alejandro Cantagallo, President of Hunter
College's Student Liberation Action
Movement, concurred that Badillo's comments
were made in a .derogatory manner that's like
"a slap in the face" to the Hispanic .and CUNY
communities.tCantagallosaidthat notonlyis
Badillo geographically and historically incor-
rect regarding the origins of the Incas and
Mayans, he is also wrong to politicize educa-
tion. SLAM, with the aid of other cuNY
activists, plan to organize and seek Badillo's
resignation.
As of press time, Badillo was unavailable
for comment. However, the New York Post's
Eric Fettman, a columnist, defends him.
"Badillo was making an important point: You
can't treat all Latino immigrants the same
way....By courageously insisting on CUNY's
obligation to send its students out into the
world with a real education, not just a piece of
parchment, Badillo is doing more to help
minority communities than all his critics com-
bined," wrote Fettman.
"Baruch is the future of
New York."
which gives all people a chance to gain a good
education, will allow him the opportunity to
serve the public.
race. "He should resign," concluded Vice
President Jasmine Abreu. .
·'1 will not resign," responded Badillo to
CUNY student leaders' requests at a closed
meeting held on Sept. 28.
"1 will not resign. "
Badillo quickly apologized for the way his
comments were perceived and maintained that
his words were taken out of context. In an
issued statement, Badillo said, "I know my
words were wrong and I apologize.... It was
clear that we were talking about improving the
elementary and secondary schools and col-
leges, not criticizing any group,"said Badillo.
The intent, he clarified, was to suggest assis-
tance to the new immigrants.
Many of his critics have not accepted the
. apology. "Context or no context, you have to
.
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StanAJtman.was named th8new dean oflheSchooi of Public Aff8lrSearilerthls y8ar. (PhotoITIckerArchlves) -
By Fred Leon smaller, up-and-coming school, there are better Altman has demanding tasks awaiting him.
Staff Writer opportunities for collaborative approaches Besides administering the School of Public
between students and faculty. ,. Affairs, he must manage the school's budget
"I'm committed· to public service," 'said and further expand the links between the
Altman. Baruch, as part of a public university school and the job market.
The School of Public
Affairs isa new school
serving graduates for five
years and undergraduates
for a year. This might pose
a problem for a new admin-
istrator trying to increase
organizations' awareness of what its graduates
have to offer.
Each year, freshmen enter' Baruch College
as graduating seniors leave. We accept these
new members into our community as we wish
good luck-to those leaving it. It is-a tradition at
every college. This year, we also accept and
welcome the new Dean of the School of Public
Affairs, stan Altman.
"Baruch is the future of New York," said
Altman. "The curriculum of the School of
Public Affairs reflects the multiculturalism of
the city," he added. He also asserts that in a
School ofPublic Affairs Welcomes Stan Altman As New Dean
• • ..' - . ." •• - • • -.... .~ ,- •• " -. • ':. - ••• .' ~ ~ ---- - ;-,._~ • ,-_ ... - _ •• .-_,_ '_ '. '~-:-.-" ,'" ,- __ ••~.. '_0'- __ " •• '.__ ~ ••• , _'., • 0•• ,_ '. _ _.' " _. _. _ '_. _
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Leaders call his remarks a 'slap in the face' to the Hispanic Community
continuedfrom front
Diario," a popular daily journal printed in
Spanish, and the Lehman student newspaper.
According to these articles. Hispanic leaders
labeled Badillo's comments racist, ignorant
and.offensive. Joel Magellan, a member of the
Association ofTepeyac ofNew York, a church-
based organization that serves Mexican immi-
grants, stated, "Our clients are hardworking
people who want their children to have a
chance to have a good education."
Members of ASEDOM, the Dominican
Republic students' association at Baruch, also
reacted with concern. "Who is he to say 'this is
a Puerto Rican neighborhood and you're not
Puerto Rican so you can't open businesses in
that neighborhood'?" asked Treasurer Sobeida
Bicioso, in reference to Badillo's observation
that El Barrio, a traditionally Puerto Rican
neighborhood in Harlem, has become a center
for numerous Mexican immigrants' businesses.
President Suleida Ari said that all Hispanics-
Black, Indian, Spanish- are the same, and that
Badillo should not separate them based on'
.".. - .
Herman Badillo Inflames Latino Community With Remarks
ON-CAMPUS RFCRIJITING / SEE CYCLE 1 CALENDAR
COUNSELING / RESUME REVIEWS / MOCK INTERVIEWS / BY APPOINTMENT
Career Develo
."". .. . " . . "' PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS" .-...... " '"
, ..
October 4 Con Edison (Business) Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 765
Con Edison (Info Tech) Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 755
Merrill Lynch-CFO Group Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 763
October 5 VOCATIONAL TESTING 3:30-5:00 PM Newman Library Room 251
October 6 Goldman Sachs (Info Tech) Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 763
October 7 Morgan Stanley Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 763
INTERVIEWING I 5:00-7:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 251




Info Session 6:00 PM 17 Lexington Avenue Room 306
October 14 Alumni Seminar
STRATEGIES.FOR
MAKING CAREER TRANSITIONS 6:00 -8:30 PM . Newman Library Room 415
J;J
Andersen Consulting Info Session 6:00 PM -151 East 25th Street Room 763
Bristol Myers Squibb Info Session 6:30 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 765
October 18 PaineWebber Info Serve Info Session 5:00 PM Newman Library Room 251
Revlon Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 765
October 19 Chase Manhattan Bank Info Session 6:00 PM 135 E. 22nd Street Room 309
Grant Thornton Info Session 6:00 PM 135 E. 22nd Street Room 307
VOCATIONAL TESTING 3:30-5:00 PM Newman Library Room 251
October 21 INTERVIEWING II 5:00-7:00 PM Newman Library Room 251
Alumni Seminar
SEARCHING FOR YOUR NEXT1,OB 6:00-8:30 PM Newman Library Roonl415
I
October 25 RESUME WRITING
/
5:00~7:00 PM Newman Library Room 251
Ernst & Young RMRP Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 765
Salomon Smith Barney Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 763
October 26 American Management Systems
Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 765
IP Morgan .
6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Roonl763nvestment Banking Info Session
October 27 BDO Seidman Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 761
Lehman Brothers
OATS Program Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Room 763
PaineWebber (Finance) Info Session 6:00 PM 151 East 25th Street Roonl765
October 28 Alurnni Seminar
RESUMES REVISITED 6:00-8:30 PM Newman Library RQonl415
Goldman Sachs (Controllers) Info Session 6:00PM - 17 Lexington Avenue Roonl306
VOCATIONAl.: TESTING 3:30-5:00 PM Newman Library Roonl251
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11 :OOAM - 6:30 PM
ROOM 1543, 360 PAS
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(Top) A packed house greeted Judy Blume and her co-panelists. (Bottom Right) The panelists field questions from the audience. (Bottom
Left) Judy Blume has recently begun to write for adults-many of whom grew up reading her books. (PhotosIMedia Arlana)
l'
kind of success."
Items for sale included donations of baked
goods from students, and donations from
LaDelice Bakery located on the comer of 27th
St. and 3rd Ave. and Ararnark catering located
inside of the New York Life Insurance building.
"Some people came by from Baruch and
asked .us if we would like to donate and I said
yes," said George Anastasis, manager of the
LaDelice bakery. "Yes, it was for a good
cause."
Sucsuz attributed the success of the sale not
only to the "excellent selection of bakery
items," but also to the many people who were
generous with their cash contributions at the
sale.
'There were people who would pay for
something at the bakesale and then say 'here's
an extra dollar," said Sucsuz.
In addition to monies collected from the
donation table and the bake sale, donations
were also collected from a container display
outside of the Student Life office and increased
by individual donations which came after fund
rasing activities had officially ended.
According to the Baruch Accounting Office, a
grand total of $1157.71 will be sent to the Red




when teen stories do not have sweet and
happy endings. In many cases, parents' anger
leads to parent pressure for censorship.
Judy Blume summed up the cause for cen-
sorship with one word: fear.
"There is one thing that. is the cause for
censorship. it is fear." said Blume. "It is fear
in the hearts of those parents who don't want
their children to know or to think because if
they read about it, they will
go out and do it. [Some parents] feel that they
need to control [their children's] lives and
minds. Fear has a domino effect."
racism, they are scared of issues like young
girls in relationships with their fathers. It's
actually really sad."
The panel agreed that all authors who
. choose to write about real teen-age experi-
ences have to deal with the difference
between what real teen-agers go through and
what parents of those teens want them to go
through. In many cases these differences are
enormous and Blume noted that the power of
the pen can provoke many parents to anger
'~IJ is fear in the hearts of
those parents who don't
want their children to know
or to think because if they
read about- it, they will. "
continuedfrom front
It has often been said that the quickest route
to one's heart is through one's stomach. As
fund-raising activities in aid of Turkish earth-
quake relief drew to a close last week, the same
could be said of the quickest route to Baruch's
conscience as well.
The fund-raising drive, sponsored by a num-
ber of Baruch clubs and organizaitons and
coordinated by Dean of Students Ronald
Aaron, collected $514.30 in contributions from
a donation set up in the lobby of IS I East 25th
S1. over a two week period. Most of the contri-
butions collected in a large clear plastic jug
carne directly from members of the Baruch
community, as many students, administrators
and faculty gave what money and time they
could in the wake of the earthquake disaster.
Receipts from the relief drive's capstone
event, however, made this significant contribu-
tion rate appear almost pale in comparison. A
bake sale held in front of 46 E. 26th Street
building's cafeteria, totalled $548.62 in a single
afternoon.
"This could be one of the most profitable
bake sales ever held at Baruch" said Luz
Rodriguez, assistant director for student activi-





Writers Speak Out On Censorship of Books for Teen-agers
Earthquake ReliefBake Sale 'Most
Successful Sale' In Baruch/s History
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Got Milk? No? Good.
Hacani Gittea$ at least.put labels on genetically engineered prod-
Features Editor ucts such as milk, but to this day the FDA refuses
to mandate labelson genetically modified goods.
Could they be forcing poison down our throats? In fact, Ben and Jeny's Homemade Inc, the ice-
The National Daily~ launches massive ad cream company, had to suejust to be able to use
campaigns to expound uponthegreatness ofmilk the label "rBGH free" on their containers. They
and encourage Americans to drink more of it. won.
Many people think it's the healthiest food since Still all of this controversy doesn't make the
manna, yet, tmbeknownst to the masses, that milk less or more dangerous. The hard facts on
white liquid is laden with death. the long term effects rBGH are still coming in but
Milk does have it's beneficial properties: It's liq- there is some preliminaIy~"
uid and its cold (sometimes). Many scientists have linked rBGH to cancer by
But it ends there. It is only even a mythically means ofIGF-I Insulin Growth Factor one (IGF-
good source ofcalcium. The milk we drink today I), a substance that both cows and humans pro-
is a mixture ofsuch tmpleasant elements asgenet- duce. In hwnans, IGF-l has been linked to
ically engiheered hormones, steroids, antibiotics, growth of cancer cells. Cows who are given
viruses, carcinogens and pus. rBGH have higher levels of IGF-l in their milk
Ofeverything, the_ingredient causing the most than untreated cows. Last year in the journal
recent concernand aIann is the genetically engi- Science, scientists from the Physicians' Health
neered, recombinant bovine growth hormone or, Study reported that men with the most IGF-I in
rBGH. This honnone. is a synthetic version of a their blood were at highest risk to develop prostate
substance which occUrs naturally in cows, in the cancer. And this-~ May, the Nurses' Health
form of B.GH. 8GB is basically what makes study revealed that premenopausal women who
cows get bigger. Cows given shots of rBGH are had thehighest levels oflGF-l in their blood were
said to increase their milk production from 10-25 seven times as likely to get breast cancer as
percent. women with the lowest levels
Ct.m:ntly rBGH is classifiedasperfectly accept- Some scientists dispute this, noting that IGF-l,
able by the Food and Drug Administration. since it is a protein, most probably would be
Watchdogs of dietary and environmental issues, decomposed and neutralized by the digestive sys-
however, say that rBGH is a heatth threat, f or tern. Dr. Carolyn A. Bondy, of the National
cows and humans. Institute of Child Health and Human
. .'Qe "'..... 8f&adlhormoae .,js. made·IJy-, - De¥ekJplBelIt; said ina -liIRes-.ticle,-~-ycMf -
--------McbSalllD'fuponillhm and-martdedunder -the mllsumeanypeplide, tiIceIOF'-t, veryfitdeOfttis
name Posilac. To make rBGH (which Monstanto absorbed in an active form,"
calls rBST for "recombinant Bovine lbere is also much debate over the effects the
Somatotropin" to take the stress off the fact that it bovine grown hormone is having on the health of
is a hormone and thoroughly confuse the general the actual animals. It is claimed by some that
public"), Monsanto developed a biotechnique rBGH causes welts and "tissue reactions" around
~ from research into hmnan protein produc- injection sites. Fanner Jay Livingston of Lisbon,
non. BST, the naturally occmring honnone, is New York, discovered 20 sets oftwins in one sea-
taken from the pituitary gland ofa cow and then son among his 200 milk producing cows. A rare
"spliced", according to Monsanto, "into the genet- and unfortunate occurrence, since the twins and
ic infonnation of an E. coli bacterium." their mothers usually end up being so weak and
Thereafter, the E. Coli cells manufacture BST unproductive they become lunch. The herd was all .
using their own "protein synthesis machinery." being treated _with rBGH. According to the
.The "genetically engineered organism" is then Wisconsin's Farmers Union. which filed a
cultivated throughfenneniation while BST ispro- Freedom of Information Act request with the
duced. 'TheE. coliremnanIS are destlOyed and the FDA, in 1995.: "3dverse reaction reports filed
rBSf is then purified and put into a slow release with the FDA jwnped over 800 percent" where
.injection formula. One dose ofrBST is around the cows started treatment with rBGH. "Adverse
equivalent oftile naturalBST amount found in 25 reactions" include such things as, cows losing
cow pituitaries. their appetites, weight loss, mastitis, an infection
Sounds hannless enough. Dr.David A. Kessler, of t he udder, and hoofproblems. _
COIlUI1issioner of the FDA w hen final approval Thequestion remains, do we want to drink the
was given to rBGH, said, "There is virtually no milk ofsick animals?
difference in milk from (BST-) treated and The proliferation of infection in dairy cows
tmtreated cows." 1be opaative word being "vir- introduces another SOUFce of contamination for
tually," for the environmentalists-seeing the glass our milk supply. Huge amounts ofantibodies are
as half empty, insist that all this gene splicing being pumped into cattle to ward of all of these
shouldn't be going on in our milk. . infectations. Legally, antibodies aren't supposed
One ofthe main problems, as pointed out rBGH to be in the milk you get from the store. but tests
opposers, is the FDA hasn't 1JUIy examined the taken by FDA claim otherwise. They took 70
rBGH issue seriously enough or with sincerity. samples of milk from stores in 14 cities and
Many scientists claim that the FDA tests aren't showed that 36 had "antibiotic residue."
subsaantial. The FDA says it based it approval of. While it's true that antibiotics are supposed to be
rBGH in 1993 primarily 00 9O-da:y rat study. A a "good" thing, they shouJdn't be over indulged,
study paid tOr by Moosal1to. or taken when not needed. Drinking a steady
c..adBa sQa.is&$ ilundtbe rat saudy to lead to stream ofpowerful bovine antibiotics designed to
other coocIuSions w ben-1bey reviewed~ fight genetically engineered invaders could dam-
Iisbed dataearIia' this year. The Canadian 'iPv- age.a human immune system. Antibiotics can
ermnent has.decided 10 not yet approve rBGH cause allergies and prolonged widesprQd -usage
within its borders. can lead to the development ofnewer more resis-
US December, a list of US dairy mnner asso- tam strains ofbacteria.
ciations and consumer groups .mounced they With many questions and inadequate answers
woold file suit against the FDA for' negligence. the fi.Ib.ue ofrOOH is as cloudy as the milk it's in.
Dr.~ "-son, a research 8ssociate forthe but the fact is its still in there. The rush into bold
ConsumcI"s Union, one of the groups involved, new worldsofscience has prompted one group of
told the New York Tunes, "The 9O-day rat studY scientists to call for a rnordtOrimn on all new areas
doesn't sbow that [rBGH) is a bunwt health haz- of genetically modified foods. Calling- thcm-
ani, but neither does it show that there is nopossi- selves, Physicians and Scientists for ~lSIbie
bility ofany heaIIh hazald as FDA claimed." He' Application ofScienceand Technology, they seek
added. "It's clear the FDA has grossly misled us." a halt on the use of genetic manipulation of oUr
In early 1998 a collection ofche&. consumer diet until the world can make and informed dcci-










Among one of the largest West Indian Day
parades in America, is the Labor Day parade in
Brooklyn along Eastern Parkway. People trav-
el from allover the country to come to Eastern
Parkway. Everyone has something to repre-
sent their island; Whether it be a flag, a ban-
danna, a banner or an attitude, each person is
an ambassador. Various booths are set up
along the parkway to sell and display foods
and crafts from the West Indies: Bands from
allover the West Indies also come _to partici-
pate
The Labor Day parade begins inthe wee
hours of the morning with a J'ouvet (jou-vey)
celebration. Revelers tum out in their numbers
to jump to sounds of sweet steelband music,
they sometimes dress up in silly costumes, and
let loose. Later in the morning, the parade
begins. The masqueraders take to the streets,
the revelers assemble with their favorite band
, and the spectators line the streets. The dress
code is very simple. Tank tops and shorts will
do for the ladies, the- guys-need -not -out do
themselves either. Be prepared for your feet to
be stepped on, for you clothes to get dirty and
for your hair do to be tarnished. Expect any-
thing ifyou'rejumping to the music in a crowd
of thousands of people.
This display of culture is also competition.
Prior to Labor Day, competitions among
calypsonians and steelband groups are held.
On Easter Parkway, the costume bands vie for
the title 4Band of the Year'. The song played
the most at the bands judging point captures
the prize for the 'Road March' champion. This
year, the 1999 Road March champion of
Trinidad and Tobago Sanell Dempster took
made it ~ double and captured the Road March
title here in Brooklyn, with her song "River."
Whether it is Carnival in Washington,
Boston, Baltimore, Miami,.Canada, London or
even" new comer Long Island, people are sure
to be awed by the amazing talent, creativity
and mesmerizing· dance movements of West












Throughout the summer, several cities in the
United States host West Indian parades. For
the cities it is a chance to bring in revenue.
For the participants, it is a chance to share and
revel in an exciting and colorful culture.
These parades, of course, are not native to the
United States; They began in the Caribbean.
The first carnival of its kind was hosted 250
years ago in Trinidad, -and other islands later
followed. As islanders migrated they brought
their culture with them, and now annually sev-
eral cities in the United States and the world
over experience the revelry of Carnival.
The parades usually begin in the morning
and go on until dusk. Steelpan symphonies
take to the streets, and huge trucks with music
systems lead the people like Pied Piper
Hamlin. The followers of the 'big trucks' go
up to the thousands. for West Indians this
loud music is a part of them. The music is
what sets the mood for carnival. The people
usually get high on their music. It fills their
head and takes over their bodies. They do
things you never thought possible. The gyrat-
ing, pulsating movements have often been
called vulgar, but people often reply saying,
"it's not me, it's the music."
Carnival, you see, is not just -a big street
party, it is an expression of a group of people
who share a colorful and exciting culture.
Masqueraders adorned in beautiful colors and
fabrics prance in the streets. Carnival is also a
chance to let go of your problems and have
fun. It is a chance to showcase the talent and
year long work of costume designers and wire
benders. It is more than just something to see,
it's an experience.
Unity is a big part of Carnival. Imagine
thousands of people all in one place in total
hannony. It really is 'one love'. You -see,
there is no segJ egation inCarnival, no barriers
of race, gender or class. People of all ages
participate. The Carnivals held abroad to the -
West Indies are unique inthat they incorporate
all the islands, and people get a chance to learn
about several cultures.
The Ticker
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person should tell you that the price should be
going down, not up. So' where's the uniform
money going? There are many other things
that really don't add up (if you'll pardon the
pun). So, somebody in
Administration ...PLEASE monitor my activi-
ty fees
"Now I could be wrong about all of this, but
, my confidence in my thinking is as full as, 19






This is the beginning of a series of articl~ that
will discuss the society we live in a why I am the
Paranoid Android. This week I will talk a little
about Big Brother and the new techno toys he's
using to keep watch.
Youall may-know about EZ-PaSs, the device that
allows you to go through tollbooths without stop-
ping. The EZ-Pass 'tag', or the device you put in
the windshield ofyour car, sends a radio frequen-
cy to a receiver at the tollbooth. It works is sim-
ple. The reader waits until it receives a signal from
a vehicle presence sensor that a car is within range
(usually by the use of infrared beams.) Once a
vehicle is detected a picture of your license plate
is taken, and the tag reader sends out a radio fre-
quency and waits for a response from the tag. The
tag then sends back the signal along with its ID.
The system verifies that the 10 is valid and sends
-youon-your-way.ff;" f1owe\'er,youtf)"js invatid °
then the pictureofyour plate is usedto send you
a ticket. "So what," you think, "why does that
give me reason to be paranoid?" Well, that is not
all the EZ-Pass is used for.
Have you ever noticed poles with cameras on
them? The cameras can read license plates and
even identify drivers. There are also EZ-Pass tag
readers. The tag readers are placed all along the
highway at certain points, for instance a mile apart
each. The readers can then determine how long it
takes for a vehicle to get from one point to anoth-
er. At 60 MPH it would take a vehicle one minute
to go from the first point to the second. If it takes
two minutes, than that would indicate a speed of
only 30 MPH, and thus indicate a traffic jam. This
has definite benefits to traffic control. For instance
this indication ofa traffic jam could then be dis-
played on warning signs to oncoming vehicles.
That seems fine and dandy, but this can be used
against You" What is you get from point one to
point two in only 30 seconds? Thiswould indi-
cate you traveling at a speed of 120 MPH. The
cameras would then take a picture ofyour vehicle
and log the EZ-Pass 10 and issue you a speeding
ticket that the friendly postman will deliver to our
doorstep. So in the name of "better traffic condi-
tions" Big Brother is brought to the highways of
the New York metropolitan area.
The tag has no limits. It can be used to track
vehicles or gather infonnation about an individ-
ual. Say for instance you were cheating on your
girlfriend. You tell her that you must stay at work
late becallse you have a lot of work to do. She
suspects you ofcheating and she calls EZ-Pass for
a recordofyour recent travels. She then finds out
that instead of being at work .. your were on _
your way to New Jersey to her best friends house!
"So just throw the tag in the glove compart-
ment," you say. You must remember that the tag
works by radio fi'equency9 and can get through
glove compartments.
This is just the tip of the iceberg. If you look
carefully you will notice more and more poles
going up along the highways allover the country.
Someha~ phone lines~ odlershave little
saaeUites. Who knows what kind of surveillance
.- Big·Brotber is planning next.
Baruch likes to boast about its"commitment
to creating" a great student community and
uplifting not just the intellect, but also the
extra-curricular activities of its students. This
enrichment is done through Sports, the Arts or .
Club participation. However, it all seems to be
an illusion to me. Daniel Creange, a hint to
you, someone needs to audit the accounts, as
well as assess the performance of the Athletic
Department. At the Sports awards, I always
hear of increased grants. As the semester
begins, however, I hear of budget cuts. Is it
possible to cut back on things you never gave
in the first place?
In addition, Baruch's soccer uniforms have
never been changed. They simply add a few
more each year to the existing supply. Yeah, I
wonder how much they pay for the same old
design and material that was made approxi-
mately 3 years ago. Any accountant or sales
American mind is money oriented. Aren't we
becoming commodities in this huge market?
Think about- it. Indeed, we already have. How
often do we hear professor's lecture on acquiring
"marketable" skills and thereafter "marketing"
ourselves as products. Lets face it, we are out in
the real world. As much as some of us hate to
admit this, love, words and kindness aren't going
to cover our bills. But at the same time if we are
.to become obsessively self involved, that truly is a
pitiable existence. You can either shrug and put
this paper away, or you can chose to act with just
a little change of attitude. You'll be swprised by
what a difference you can make. In the end I'd like
to leave"you with .something to think about with
these lines from.the album, "The miseducation of
Lauryn HilL"
"you could get the money
You could get the power
But keep your eyes on the final hour"
opponents bring a trainer with them. If you
fracture an ankle, GOOD LUCK!
The team doesn't have a water-cooler. The
soccer team has played five matches and never
have they been given a cooler with ice and
water. Once again, they have to hope that their
admirable opponents (at that point) have these
basic necessities. In a match played against
SUNY Purchase College, neither team had
- water. Oh, r forgot" to mention this was a
Baruch home game. Fortunately, no one suf-
fered from dehydration. "
The game of soccer requires a team of II
players, having at least 6 substitutes. After
including the coach and statistician, the num-
ber of persons totals ]9. However, a 12-seater
passenger van is provided every time there is a
match. Is it that someone in the Athletic
Department needs a lesson in Math? (note I
left out the imaginary trainer)
something other.than ourselves.
I remember as a child growing up after play
fighting or some other thing that I was not sup-
pose to be doing how the school bell would
ring and I promptly had to.run off to the morn-
ing assembly. At the assembly we would say a
school prayer, sing the school song and the
national anthem, then follow that with a rous-
ing speech by the Principal about how we were
going to kick some @$$ in our interschool
junior varsity and varsity competitions. My
point in telling you this is to tell you that even
though we were all kids and were prone to do
the things that kids do we were united as a
school and as such took the time to recognize
some divine presence that we personally may
or not believe in.
How hard could it be to allow ourselves the
opportunity" to silence the storms within our
hearts and minds so that we may live to cope
with another day. If school prayer were to be
allowed in school would this be a bad thing?
How terrible would this be to you to have five
minutes alone with your thoughts? I know both
sides of the arguments separating church and
state, but this is not about allowing one partic-
ular dictated religion into our lives, it would
never work in New York City anyway. But
this is about giving many of us the opportunity
. while at the intermediate through high school
the level a chance to meet with our respective
entities and say a prayer for that test you are
about to fail, I know I needed one last week on
my Spanish exam.
Maybe Littleton or the other atrocities in
schools could have been prevented if the per-
petrators had a moment to look within and
decide that maybe shooting their felfow class-
mates just isn't the right thing to do.
Don't forget to e-mail me your comments to
markheroaticker@hotmaiLcom
- _. TICKER OP~EDS OCTOBER 6, 1999
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Baruch Athletic Department
Has Trouble With Its Math
Baruch Athletic Department seems to be run
by very unprofessional and 'incompetent per-
sonnel. This is based on some of the erroneous'
actions that are being made. Having joined the
soccer team to enrich my non-academic life,
and to instill in myself some physical fitness,
discipline and teamwork, I have noted several
unpardonable things on the part of Baruch and
it's commitment to fostering well-rounded stu-
dents:
There were only four soccer balls, which
were of inferior quality. The balls have air
leaks "and require players to pump air into them
before each game or practice.
The team doesn't have a first-aid kit. Players
have been begging for one but to no avail.
(Yes, soccer is still a contact sport).
The team has no physical therapist or trainer.
Their hope every game is that no one gets a
serious injury or that, by God's grace, the
You Got to Wake Up and Live
By Kavita Singh Mokba in class, someone feigning a smile in the hallways,
StaffWriter might be one step away from taking their own life
and I would not Ja10w until after it happened.
Do we actually see other people for what they
are?°Oo we really 'hear' them for what they are
saying? The one response to such a concern that I
often hear from students is, "I just don't have the
time to talk." Ask yourself: do you really care that
little about what happens to people around you?
Ever wonder, what if it were you who was so sit-.
uated in life? What ifyou felt like you had no one
who really wanted to 'hear' you when you were
on the edge? OK, maybe you area strong person.
Maybe you are fortunate enough to never feel that
way. But it does not take much to be there for
other people when they need us. So guys, stop ,
slow down and think.
The profession of this quarter of a century is
"selling." Self-interest is the guiding force. The
American society is business oriented, the
As I read through the first page of the Sept. 22
issue of our very own TIcker, a sudden sense of
guilt mingled with sadness-swamped me. A fellow
student hadgiven up on his life in front ofthe very
place that must have once brought hope into his
life-our school. We will never know what he
might have done ifhe had lived his life.
An array of thoughts and questions crossed my
mind. What might have happened that made him
feel like he had nothing to live for? The notes
scribbled in his notebook read, "despondent,"
"life sucks," "no money." And there, I momentar-
ily thought, was my answer. But then the fact that
nobody in school really knew him brought back
the one thing that always concerns me. How self
involved are we? That, is the million-dollar ques-
tion. The fact that someone sitting right next to me
BYJ~1~ ...kJ"er:::f!~ _
Staff Writer
I was reading the papers the other day when
one particular article caught my eye. It was
about a march on Washington to bring school
prayer back into the classroom. I brought the
article into my Political Science class, because
it was relevant to the discussion we were hav-
ing that week. The discussion was about the
role religion plays in American politics and
society.
My usual stand on the issue: keep any spe-
cific religion from becoming dominant in a
public school setting. With that in mind, I
should say that I would be in favor of returning
some form of prayer to the classroom.
Before everyone jumps to castigate me as a
Bible thumping Christian who wants to regu-
late everyone's life whether or not they are rei i-
~- gious or Christian let me explain.
This past week there was a retrospective of
Columbine and the various schools related
shootings over the past year. Add to that, the
death"of one of our very own and the vision I
have is one where in which student's are
depressed, angry, sad with no one to talk. to.
The form of prayer that I would support going
into the classroom especially here in New York
City where we have so many diverse cultures
and religion would be a five minute Period of
silence where everyone regardless of religion
or lack thereofcould reach out to whoever they
believe in. This silence could be used by those
seeking a respite from a tumultuous life even
simply to quiet the storm within.
I came to this decision with the sweet nostal-
gia for a simple past. I should also say that I do
not regularly attend a church, mosque, temple
or hall. But this does not mean that I don't
believe that do not feel the need to believe in
.PofftfcsaDd~Stuff:-
The State of the Church,- ...., ,-. ,", _.'" - "
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The T1Cker editorial staff. The TICkeraccepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorialboard vote. Letters
must be rio more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate,~ will be withheld upon request. Writers
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"•••"And when they speak ofLa Raza
That just shows how much of a player the media is. Hunter stu-
dents rallied against the CUNYcard at their campus thanks to night-
mare stories such as the "huge invasion of privacy" that is the Baruch
CUNYcard. What does this CUNYcard thing matter to Hunter?
Except for the library, no one checks I.D.'s there anyway.
If you would believe the script writers at the CUNY newspaper,
The Hunter Envoy, you'd think Baruch is on a George Orwell meets
the illuminati mission. The way it has been written, we are captives
to- our CUNYcards, which according to them, we need in order to get
into the washrooms. While conspiracy theorists might be on to some-
thing with the CUNYcard thing, we're not there yet. As of this writ-
ing, Lirtzman hasn't called for barcodes to be stamped on our hands.
Giuliani has exploded a bomb and we are all watching, but what
is he diverting our attention away from? Tune in next week. Same
time, same station.
There is no script to write, it is already written. There are script
writers for the material that becomes the substance of our work. In
the larger scheme, the plan is already plotted, next weeks Times head-
lines were approved last year. Think "Goldeneye" and "Wag The
Dog."
It's all just an illusion. The world is just one big movie screen
and we all have our roles to play. As student media, we are among
the script writers, 'but the irony is, in the larger scheme of things,
we're really players just like everyone else.




Then there's Badillo. We guess he's been eating so much steak
at places such as Angelo's & Maxie's that he's forgotten the taste of
Goya beans and rice. We'll bet a dollar that Badillo's chef isn't cook-
ing with sazon. The last time we checked, the coffee bars didn't stock
Bustelo.
Same thing "goes for this Brooklyn Museum hoopla. Yeah, that's
entertainment! Haven't we seen enough poli-tricks to realize a
'"smokescreen when we see one? Or maybe we really enjoy re-runs.
When you are hurt, there are certain drugs that send mixed signals of









The Baruch Colleile Chapter
of the Golden Key National
Honor Society, a national .
academic honor society, is
currently extending invitations
for membership to those [un-
iors and seniors that have
earned a cumulative grade
point average of 3.3 or high-
er and have completed at
least 61 credits with a mini-
mum of 29 credits of course
work taken at Baruch College.
Although a direct mailing
regarding Golden Key has
been sent to select students, it
is possible that others may
. meet the eligibility criteria.
Students who feel they may
be eligible for membership .
should contact- Dr. Ron Aaron,
Associate Dean of Students,
located in Room 1702, 360
PAS. (212)802-6820. The
deadline for membership is
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. Prepare for .the Graduate Management Admission Test
At Baruch, we offer you the most effective test preparation available in a college or ..
university setting. using the~ acclaimed programs deveJoped by Cambridge.,
Educational Services. Using actual past exams and simulated materials, you'll learn the
question types and proven test-taking strategies you need to produce outstanding results.
The course covers the essay writing Section, reading comprehension, critical reasoning,
data sufficiency (math), discrete quantitative (math), and sentence correction.. Review of
the writing requirement will stress organization and clarity as well as grammatically
correct writing.
. All C?OU~~materials and Computer Adaptive Tests- (on CD-ROM) are
included in the tuition.
For more information or to register,
call (212) 802-5620
or come to
" 17 Lexington Avenue, Room 920
$75 discount for current Baruch students




15-25 hrs.jweek. sunny downtown location
Aexible hrs available INC sats.
check paymt; invoicing; quicken;
records; administrative.
seek motivated; excel; quicken; msoffice
resume to tadica@aol.com or fax 212-964-0084
$25 + Per Hour
Direct Sales reps needed NOW)
Market credit card appl.. Person-to-person Commissions avg. $250-500/wk.
1-800-651-2832
.' ., . .-- ~-- - ~-----.---- ----- -.-. -_ .. __~ ~_<.---.__L __-.J__._L -'--'--'-.~~. ~
PT...MKTG ANlYSIS/COPYWRITING .
15-25 hrs.jweek. sunny downtown location
Aexible hrs available inc Sats.
consumer/retailing/fa$hion trds; data base; focus groups;
copy writing, analysis skills needed.
resume to tadica@aol.com or FAX 212 964 -0084
The Office of the Dean of Students would like to announce a
scholarship opportunity from The National Hispanic
Scholarship Fund. Awards ranging from $500 to $2500 are
granted to full time students of Hispanic parentage. Applicants
must be U.S. citizens or perminent residents, have a GPA of
2.5 or above, and have completed atleast 15 credits of under-
graduate work. Deadline For ARRI.Ikotionl II October 15,
1999. Applications avallable in Room 1720,360 Park Avenue
A Scholarship S~posiawill be held on October 14th from-
12:45 - 2pm, in Room 4 North of 17 Lexington Avenue. Learn about
the scholarship search, the application process, and meet currently
enrolled Baruch stu~ts who have won highly competitive sc.holar-
IANNOUNCEMENTSI
Newman Institute Young Professionals Career Evenings
Tuesday October 12, 1999
5:30-7:00 pm
CAREER EVENING
Corne to join a roundtable discussion about
Real Estate Residential Brokerage
r
Ask questions about the world of residential brokereqe,
career patterns and possibilities, and entry-level opportuni-
l..
ties for Baruch College/Newman Institute students
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENINGS
Monthly
5:30-·7:00 pm September 1999- May 2000
at Steven L. Newman Hall, 137 East 22nd Street, 2nd floor
Marble Room (Boom 206), Baruch College
Watch for dates on each month's poster announcement
TICKER OP-EDS OCTOBER 6, 1999
For more information and to RSVP
Contact Sara Hilska at 802-5940
. .
A series of eight monthly hour-long presentations and
". . . . - '.. " -...... ,"
.discussions, over sandwiches and sodas, with young lead~
ers of the real estate industry in New York. These evenings
are especially planned for Baruch/Newman Institute stu-
dents considering careers in real estate. Each presentation
highlights a different component of the metropolitan
~
area's real estate industry.
-Leern about different kinds of real estate jobs
-Ask questions about what you would be doing on
the day you start work
-Meet both recent college graduates and the prime
young leadership of the real estate industry
/
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at not winning the title but many were disap-
pointed for Sammy. 'Sosa finished with just
, 'three homers in his last 11 games!
Coupled with the fact that Sosa's last homer
was his first after 18 at bats, there is room for
some disappointment. Moreover, Sosa tied for
the Major League strikeout lead at 17] with
Cleveland's Jim Thome. These stats lend truth
to the saying that there is always room for
improvement.
As great as the two have hit the ball, their
teams have suffered significantly. McGwire's
Cardinals ended the season at 75-86 while
Sosa's Cubs wc:re 67-95! Thisjust adds fuel to
the notion that no one player can make the
team win all the time. It would be great to see
these two in a World Series'because they have
the power to change the outcome of a game
with one swing! -
As an after thought: the Cubs Manager,
Riggleman, was fired after their last place fin-
ish. The Cardinals may actually lose one of
their veteran players in Willie McGee who is
contemplating retirement. While both teams
have a-lot ofwork to do, fans look-fOrward to
next year's battle.
Allthings considered, both players are laome-
.... kitap!! .
-- ---- --------r------------------ -----,----1
C.nliaal WtBie McGee'leaves ill the fiftII iII.iDC OD SaBday at Buell Stadi•• iD St.loais.
Expected to retin, tIIis ••y 'ave beeII McG"ee's last plDe. (AP PIIotofTOI8 GaDDaaB)
McGwire hittiDg lIis 65t1l iRtile first .aiDgas eBbs catdler Jose MoIiIIaud ud lao.e ....





Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa have
pleased fans once again 'as they rang in number
one and number two for homerun supremacy.
McGwire belted 65 homers and Sosa had 63.
This is an inch closer than last year's 70-66
win for McGwire.
McGwire did not saunter into the win as he
was trailing Sosa as late as September 9 by five
homeruns (59-54). Last year McGwire had to
hit five homers in three games to pull the lead
from Sosa and this year was the same as he
went yard six times in his last seven games to
insure the homerun victory.
McGwire moved past Ted Williams and
Willie McCovey into tenth place on the career
list with 522. MeG wire is the first National
League player since Dale Murphy in the 1984-
85 season to win successive homerun titles.
This is his fourth title overall, having won two
American League titles with Oakland. It has
gotten to the point where one is bewildered
when McGwire swings and does, not hit a
homerun.
As for Sosa, he hit 30 homers on the road this
year, just one shy of last season. Ironically,
Sammy Sosa said that he was not disappointed
By Jon Minnen
Asylum Arts Editor
HOMERUN KINGS ONCE AGAIN!
<
OCtober 6, 1999
Thank god for the remote. Go Mets!
Everyone is making a big deal about the
Ryder's Cup and how the American team
Hey yo! Remember me? I was the one came from great deficits to win it. Who
who said the Mets would make the playoffs. cares?
I'm not the type of guy who says I told you Golf is not a sport. A bunch of guys get dri-
so, but I told you so. yen around in golf carts right to their hole.
I knew they would make it and I knew it They don't even carry their own clubs. They
would be difficult. How can thev be called walk to the hole, come up with some calcula-
the Miracle Mets if they coasted into the play- tions on how to hit the ball just right so that it
offs? They had to make it difficult for them- goes into the hole 400 yards away. It's like
selves. Now the real miracle would be win- saying you're an athlete because you were on
ning the World Series. Math Team while you were in high school.
Now, the Yankees are in the playoffs as well, DO golfers lift weights everyday to win the
so the possibility of a Subway Series is great. next tournament? No. It's not a sport,
I have a strange feeling, though that it will be because my grandmother has an equal chance
the Yankees that struggle to make the series .to win as anyone else. It's funny, but people
and not the Mets. call wrestling fake, and believe golf is a
Anyway, the baseball season is over and sport. What's up with that?
Mark McGwire won the home run battle, yet And speaking of wrestling, get off Jesse
again. Sammy Sosa was a close second, but Ventura's back. He made some comments
neither player made the playoffs, so their feats and he has a right to his opinion. There are
of strength mean little to me. I'd rather see a many people out there that probably agree
guy hit a bunch of singles to win games than with him. The reason why he won the elec-
hit a bunch of homers in a losing effort tion was because he had differing views
I'm looking over this article about WiHie from .the other two parties. That's what
McGee retiring, and I must say, I thought he makes the reform party different from the
retired years ago. This guy is ancient. I Republicans and Democrats.
heard that at his retirement speech, he is going Away from ,politics and back to sports.
to talk about how it was to play with such The Jets finally won a game!! Experts
great legends as Babe Ruth.. Joe DiMaggio are now picking them to win the Super
and Ricky Henderson. '
Flipping from the Mets game to wrestling, Bowl. The Giants finally won another
last night, I saw "The Fossil" Fabulous game and have a better record than the
Moolah wrestle Ivory, who by the way used to Jets. Experts are now picking the Giants
be on GLOW women's wrestling. Anyway, to fail miserably.
another old women's wrestler had her evening I must go now. Later...
gown come offand---l- get·-sick-t&my--sstKlo,"mUlla£~ha . ----------- - - -
Lost vs. Nyack
4-15, 9-15, 8-15
Won, vs. John Jay
15-8, 15-3, 16-14
~ ;.., ':.~.:~: :,.","~::.,~ ..~:" ~., . .:.... . . .~:~;;.ill Won vs. Stevens Tech
: »:-%:t:·'i-%:@J·t::.:x-~ "':': \I .,'~>t.~;~:.,::: 9-15, 15-5, 15-1, 13-15, 15-10
, Corner
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Another small feature that adds
to the realism ofthe game is that the game
keeps track of time elapsed. Ninja (my
creation) won a four-way match by beat-
ing Hulk Hogan, Goldberg and Sting.
After the match, a graphic comes on -the
screen telling me exactly what time in
minutes and seconds the losers were elim-
inated at. Cool, huh?
Let's talk about the various
game modes. There is a lot to choose
o from, but not enough in my opinion. You
have your basic singles and tag-team
matches, and you have triple threat
matches, a four-way match, a battle royal
and a falls-count-anywhere in the build-
ing match, but Attitude had so much
more. From blood, to I quit matches and
lumberjack matches, as well as including
Survivor Series type matches where
teams of four battle it out until one team
is left standing and tournaments; Attitude
seemed to have it all. WCW could have
done a little better in this aspect of the
game. Still, this is EA SPORTS first ven-
ture in the wrestling field, and it can only
get better.
Get better? That's a scary
thought, since this game kicks ass as it is.
Attitude was tough to top, but Mayhem
did agood job ofbeing on the.same level.
Things will be even more inter-
esting as THQ"s first WWF game, titled
WrestiemaDia 2000, comes out soon.
Will it have enough to blow Attitude and
Mayhem out of the water? That remains
to be seen, but I'Il let you know.
- .
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to choose from. My Ninja kicked Sting's
ass.
Other little things make this
game rather unique. You can choose from
all the WCW rings used on their various
TV programs from MoDday Nitro to
WCW's pay-per-view, Halloween
Havoc. Speaking of pay-per-views,
Mayhem allows you to play many of
WCW's pay-per-views via a code you cari
get from watching their television show
on TNT~Monday nights at 8:00.
on the wrestlers as they are in their set
modes, looks rather odd. Well, who
cares? I got over it as I played. Included
in this game is a create-a-wrestler mode
that has tones ofcool masks and uniforms
Just a Little Advice
Hey Asylum:
You guys have a long way to be
considered a good paper. It was a good
issue, but there are a lot ofthings you guys
neglect. There were no mOVIe reviews
and how come you don't review TV
shows. The new fall season started and
not one story about it. Why do you guys
focus on just Japanese Anime? There are
television shows on Channel 41 and 47
that could be reviewed. The fashion page
is too small, and how come the comic strip
IS so big? I look forward to reading more
of the Asylum to see how it grows. Good
luck.
-M3tal
Thank you very muchfor writing.
Your opinions have been noted and appre-
ciated Like I said before, movie reviews
do grace these pages. We will do TV
shows soon enough. Japanese Anime is
cool and so are Spanish shows and British
comedy. We will get to them soon enough.
Thefashion page will get bigger and gets
better with this issue. We are just starling
out and wiII only get better over time. I
saw an old issue of the Ticker and it just
plain sucked. Look at it now. It s better.





great intensity as To'9' SchUlvone and
Bobby ".:rhe .Brein" Been." provide
commentary that'flows smoothly with the
action. Wrestlers caD even take-the action
outside the ring and into parking lots,
boiler roomsor even the bathroom. There
are twelve backstage areas in all. This,
along with cool ring introductions and
varying camera actions made this game
very exciting to play.
My only complaints with the
graphics of this game are that the bands
WCW games, the game-play is incredibly
fast and realistic. No wrestler can per-
form moves he can't perform in real life.
This was not the case in previous games.
The matches themselves are fought with
Will do. it was just a slow movie
day. Thisissuehassomemoviereviewsin Who's That Girl?
it and we hope to continue to do so. There Who is the Night Prowler?
are just some movies that really suckand
don ~ deserve to see print. I know who you IfI tell you I will have to kill
are talking ~bout. She workslor th: Daily you, but 1 will give~ua hint. Shesa
.-News aRd if she -sap a JJZm11e sue-s. J'0lL - -. -- .'._ _ _. __ . __ .
should definitely see it. Thank you for girl and she shot.
writing.
Where the Movies
I loved the CD reviews, and I
enjoyed the U God article, but where are
the movie reviews. I would think that an
arts and entertainment paper would have
movie reviews In it. I would much rather
read what other students have to say about
movies than some stuffy old woman who
thinks a mOVIe about a Canadian mountie
deserves four stars. I hope the next Issue
will continue to have movie reviews m it.
-Urs8376
Funny, but I jell offended when I heard
Scrubs, Bills, Bills, Bills, and heard Missy
sing, "Ifyou want me, but we clothes." It
seemed to me that they were saying that
men were only good if they bought them
things. So, what s wrong with taking- a
song girls loved and making a parody out
ofit to turn the tables. It s only a parody.
If someone sent something funny in that
made fun ofmen, I would print it, too. I
"insult everyone equally. Incidentally, I
agreed that it wouldn't be run unless a
majority of women in the Ticker office
found it funny. Only one woman found it
offensive, while about five or six didn 1
. mind at all, and laughed several times,
proving my point. The woman who found
it offensive, never heard the original song
to begin with. We're not attacking women.
We're just trying to have some fun. We'II
insult us men soon enough.
Wrestl~g is the hottest ticket
right now. They have dominated cable
TV rankings and have made their pres-
ence felt in primetime. New magazines
are popping up all over the place and mer-
chandise with "Stone Cold" Steve
Austin's face seem to be everywhere you
look. Video games are no different.
When WWF Attitude was
released this year, I played it, enjoyed it
and proclaimed it the best wrestling video
game ever. It had my favorite stars in it
and there was no way WORLD CHAM-
PIONSHIP WRESTLING (WCW) could
ever beat it with their -new game, WCW
Mayhem for the Playstation. I don't like
WCW's show. I do respect the stars, but
can't stand to watch them wrestle with all
those boring storylines WCW likes to use.
I played the game, and I surprisingly
loved it. In my opinion, Mayhem ties
Attitude for the best wrestling title ever.
Soon, WCW may just beat them.
WCW Mayhem is the first
wrestling title from ELECTRONIC
ARTS and for a company just getting into
the wrestling game, they do a damn good
job. Mayhem captures the feel of profes-
sional wrestling as it looks on the tube.
Mayhem contains 50 or more
stars. Each ~wrestler looks like its' real
life counterpart and enters the ring using





Great job on the Issue. I never
expected to see an interview with Ugod In
a college publication. It was a great read
and very informative, I love Dragon Ball
Z and I was happy to see Anime get some
play. I couldn't finish the crossword puz-





I loved the Issue, but I was
shocked to read the spoof on Bills, Bills,
Bills. How can you print this? I was
offended by it and don't understand the
need for it. I hope insulting women isn't
going.to .become..a.common.practice in
your paper.
Thank you for writing. Yeah, I
was shocked we got the Ugod interview as
well. It was v~ well written and the
Asylum is proud to have had it. But that
isn ~ going to be the last time we have
something like this. We are going for all
the big interviews. Our aim is to make
this the best college publication out there.
lJapanese Anime is another thing, which
makes this paper unique. Wewould like to
expand on this to include other cultures.
British Comedy, etc. The US isn 1the only
Iplace for' great entertainment. Yeah,
we're sorry about the crossword puzzle,
but we're new at this and we're going to
make a few mistakes here and there. Not
bad for a second issue, though. Thanks
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EDITORIAL: WHAT IS THE
ASYLUM?
Welcome to the Asylum-
the Arts and Entertainment section with an
attitude. Screw the AP Style Book. From
the latest movies to Japanese Anime,
there is no subject we won't cover. We
hope to expand on what we have already,
. with the help of a new cast of wacky
inmates (there's room for more). In the
future, the stars of the World Wrestling
Federation will grace our pages. Shows
from many cultures, not just Japan, will
see print. Want to know what goes on
behind your favorite shows, movies, con-
certs, etc.? ~~ylum will be there to get
the scoop.
We can't do this alone though. We
don't want too! We believe in sharing.
Sharing is carinq after a~_Y2~__the student
have a chance to use your voice by sup-
plying poetry, short stories, and whatever
other unique creations you have. We
know you can write. We know you have
opinions that you're dying to share with
others. We know about your thougtlts...
We ar~ not satisfied with conforming
to the norm. Forget the norm. The
Asylum caters to those seek to expand
their horizons. Even if you do so passively
by merely reading our paper, that's ok.
Let our writings percolate down and gener-
ate new thoughts in your head, slowly fes-
tering in your brains, Soon they'll take a
form of their own, and you'll want to share
too.
So, sit' back, strap yourselves in, and
enjoy the ride. Join the Asylum. Write for
us, advertise with us, give us your opin-
ions. We won't stop until we are the best
college arts and entertainment paper out
there. I have to go back to my padded cell
and write some more. Read on. Later... ·,
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Vanessa: What would you do if your
next album went platinum?
Nathan: Go to Disney World! Disney
World! Nab, I'd probably piss myself
and pass out. I'd be really fucking
happy. I don't know how to come back
on that one. Honestly, I don't think that
I'd be able to do anything but stand there
catatonic just like drooling on myself. I
have no idea what I'd do. I would go
nuts. It'll be awesome. I'd be very
happy, period!
You Can contact Nathan and the rest of




(or online at www.boysetsfire.com)
Communist party in the U.S. I joined the
Communist party almost a year ago, me
and also one guitar player, the guy with
the glasses- he's also a member. Being
involved in that ... I like talking to people
--1ft_-eHF- area - 800ut SlUif. like·--tAat. --¥Gu--- ~ -- ,-
mow, 'going to a bar and having a drink,,
talking about the game, and then talking
'about unions and working class issues and
stuff like that. It's a low income area, so
most of the people there drink. a lot. so, I
try going into the bars and talk to them
about stuff like this and get them interest-
ed. At least, if they do have a job, (they
can make) their job a better place to work
and start unions and stuff like that.
It's very easy to tell somebody
that has nothing to live for, to change
cause they ha~€: not!ring to lose. '
Revolutionaries throughout time have
exploited that to get people to support
their cause. Ifyou can go somewhere,
like in a hardcore environment where you
have some upper class, well-to-do-peo-
ple, and get those people to change -
people that can actually lose something
in changing the system - that's actually
getting something done..
..~.~.....>~ .:" ~y .>"" ....... 0 ........ : .... , •• -" • ,t"O ,,"....
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class area. It's sort of lower and upper
class. If you drive into the town, unless
you drive into the more richer area like on
the outskirts, it's very run-down and sort
of depression era looking. I think it's
SOInetm!lg--lik~etsJtty fi¥e pereent <)f the
children mthat area are abusedana come
from broken families. Also, the people
that live in that are - most of them are
Maryland throwaways. The welfare sys-
tem in Maryland throws people in Port
Deposit when they don't want to do any-
thing. They just ~w them somewhere
and give them a check every month. The
problem is that, there's no public trans-
portation, there's no jobs. There's nothing
that you can do to get out of what you're
doing and stop being poor. There's no
way, you'Il continue beingpoor no matt~_
what. So, they have no hope. They have
no way of getting out of this. These peo-
ple are basically thrown here and given a
paycheck to stay poor. 'Something that I
really like doing cause I have a son
myself: is working with"kids. I don't have
a certain organization but I like. hanging
out 'with the kids in the neighborhood,
playing basketball, cause-a lot {)f them -
don't have a positive male role model to
Jiang out with. Ifthey do have a male role
model in the house, he's usually beating
the fuck out of them. So I try and spend





















down the street. It was about three years
ago and only one person showed up to
the show. It was us playing, the person
who set up the show, and this one guy,
who I guess didn't like theMisfits. It
was honible;"1fonible: We played; like
maybe, six songs, and then were like, for-
get about it - this is stupid! That was
probably the worst.
Vanessa: Have you guys ever been
mistaken for another band?
Nathan: Well, we've told people that we
were other bands. Like, we'd be there at a
truck stop and somebody's like, "What
band are you?' and we'd be like, ....Oh,
Aerosmith - yeah, that's us. We're on
the loading crew. Other than that, the only
thing that's funny ... one time, Chad (one
of our other guitar players), he used to
have really long hair and we went to, urn,
not Woodstock but what's the other one?
Oh yeah, Lalapalooza. and the Red Hot
Chili Peppers played and with long hair,
he looks exactly like Anthoily Kiedis.
Three girls came up to him and asked for
his autograph, thinking that he was the
guy from Red Hot Chili Peppers. That's
as close as we come.
Vanessa: What





own things. We tour
a good deal. When




ing. What they do
and what I do is ...
you have to ask
them. In Port.'
Deposit, Maryland,
there is no middle
Vanessa: What is the most
stupid/embarrassing thing you have
ever done?
Nathan: Oh, the dumbest thing I ever
did? We were in Indianapolis - no, no,
wait, it's in Indiana but it's sort of a
smaller town. it doesn't matter. Anyway,
we're staying with this guy to put on our
show, and we were talking about the
third highest wooden train bridge in the
world. It's like fifteen stories tall or
something and he was like, 'Let's go get
up on it.' and all this shit. Without think-
ing, we're all like, "That's a great idea!'
And so, we climb this huge mountain and
get up on this train track and there's no
like- way off. You jump or you die. So,
we're walking down the train track and
making the usual jokes like, 'You want to
see a dead body?' (from the movie,
Stand by Me). We were making jokes
like that. Anyway, so we're walking and
all of a sudden - TRAIN! After he just
told us that no trains come down here.
We all run off the train bridge and the
guy who took us there was like, 4Help,
help!' He was like screaming, crying.
We had to run out and drag his ass back.




Boy Sets Fire has carved a
definitive niche for themselves among
the hardcore with their politically and
socially charged brand of metal. Their
last album. In Chrysalis, has recently
been released through Initial Records and
backed by heavy touring. After finishing
a particularly fiery and jolting set at the
West Beth Theatre as part of the CMJ
Musicfest, a beaming and ecstatic
Ntltlul" Grey took a few minutes while
wading through the sea of amicable fest
fans to share a little about the band.
Nathan hails from a family that "is pretty
music oriented." A continuous exposure
to music during his upbringing has made
it fairly obvious that he would eventually
tread down a more musically-inclined
path. It seemed "like a natural progres-
sion" for him to end up where he is now
in Boy Sets Fire. The future bandmates
met in their native Newark, Delaware
while they were all involved with other
bands. Eventually, those bands broke up
and a mutual love of "music and ~
activism" led to the formation of the fiery
Boy Sets Fire. Their lyrics are ....socially
conscious" and "very politically orient-
ed." Sometimes Nathan is inspired to
"take more ofa political approach" or
draw upon personal experiences when
writing the lyrics. A diverse range of
music has influenced him and the band,
running "the gamut from Metalic« to
Jawbox;" although Nathan also professes
a love for country music. Unfortunately,
it's not a passion shared by his fellow
band members. They've expressed their
non-preference for country by telling him
that if he tried to bring any of it into the
band, they'd ..'throw" him .."the fuck out."
Despite the clash over country, the mem-
bers of Boy Sets Fire share a common
desire for personal p~litical activism, as
Nathan reveals in a quick Q & A session
.,
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Vanessa: What was the worst gig
you've ever played?
Nathan: Ooohh, that's an easy one - I
think. Uuhhrnmm. Whenwe played in
... I forget where it was but r remember
that it was sort of like a bar, a real tiny





l Foxtrot Zulu played at Kenny's
Castaways, a b~~cated at 157 Bleecker
street. .This strip is famous for booking
small self-promoting bands that are
always on the road. It is said that many
years ago, Bob Dylan played in the Bitter
End, a bar a few buildings away, before
he made it big.
One of the band's members; TK
was sitting on the first stool of the bar,
next to a round table that had shirts, hats
and other paraphernalia with their logo on
it. A cup with free candy stood in front of
a rack that was holding their recent CD.
That must be the lamest marketing strate-
gy that I have ever seen.
TK plays the saxophone. The
seven musicians met at the University of
Rhode Island. I doubt that any of them
graduated with a BA in music. They were
just signed recently by PHOENIX RIS-
ING record label, and have been on the
road for a month selling their new album.
According to TK, life under a record label
is much better. He can now dedicate more
time to music, which by the sound of their
performance, he needs. "Our music does-
n't soundlike any band out there."
An hour later, after he took time
to talk to me, they were up on the stage.
There was not enough space for the seven
of them. Their front line had four micro-
phones and behind them, two guitars, the
'-,
trumpet and the saxophone. The congas,
the drums, and the bass were behind them.
The first couple of songs reminded me of
a bunch of fourth graders on their first les-
son in music class: They were all playing
at the same time, all on different notes. I
thought at first that they were warming up,
but after fifteen minutes my hopes faded
away. Like a family without a Don, they
didn't have a lead singer, producing music
without rhythm, which would' have made
any band get shot.
There were moments, although
small, that their music blended together.
They didn't sound like any other band. I
__ _ _like1tand£_witQa~itfer~lJt sound, but their
music wasn't different on purpose. They
just didn't know what they were doing.
There was one trumpet and congas, but
they didn't have the Latin beat. They had
a saxophone, but TK didn't have that
jazzy vibe. I guess they wanted to com-
bine all those three instruments with gui-
tars, drums and bass to form a rock band.
It didn't work. They sounded like they
were still experimenting with music,
moreover with their own instruments.
However, there was one guy who really
knew how to play his instrument. He
looked like Fred Durst of Limp Bizkit,
and he playing the congas. At one point
during the performance, they gave him a
solo. His hands were moving, hitting the
congas so quickly, that I had a flashback
ofone ofmy acid trips, where I was sitting
on the passenger side, zoning at the traces
of the cars passing by.
I didn't even clap after it was
over. I took my bookbag quickly before
TK would pass by me and ask me how I
liked their performance. I didn't want to
tell him that it sucked. I do not really
know how they got signed by a record
label: I guess it is not that hard. Their
new album is supposed to be in stores. I
wondered where their new album would
be in Virgin Megastore. OOOhh, I
know! In the two for a dollar section.
•. . .
left field with that topic because a girl doing "Bangladesh
Leadership never showed up. Ginnine is looking forward to par-
ticipating in this years festival. Last years festival was not all
about winning the competition. It was about learning and gaining
a new experience that would enhance her as an individual. So,
everyone walked away from the festival a winner! She told me
that speech is greatly under appreciated by most people because
it is viewed as ....an easy" major, but- it's a vital skill any person
needs to be successful in the business world. Anyone who is
interested in speech should participate in this years upcoming fes-
tival for the Spring of 2000. Speak to professor Goldstein in the
speech department for more information on how you can get
involved.
Student Activities
A Star in the Making
By Jessica Rubenstein
Ginnine Winkler, a junior at Baruch College, has partic-
ipated in many events around the school. Last year she partici-
pated in the Spring ' Speech Festival hosted by Professor
Goldstein. She is currently a speech major and was very excited
to a part of last year's festival. She was one amongst many stu-
dents who participated because "It is a forum for speech students
to showcase their talents."
As a participant, she felt it was "nerve-wracking" as
there was so much to do but little time to do it. The topic that she
chose tended to be politically incorrect. It was entitled "Emerging
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Ok, this is the situation. My girl friend
wants to do a gang bang with four of her
semi-gooding girl
friends. I know that this is almost every
man's dream, but I feel unsure about all
this. What should' I do man? .
--One Confused Lucky Bastard
•
• Dr.Kiro:Ahhhhh, an age old question.Fear
• not! Here are just some great appliances
• inwhich some Victoria Secret models rec-
• ommended to me thru email. Countdown
• for, the best to ok!
- 5) LUBRICANT (u solo)
• Astroglide,Liquid Silk, or frutta di
• Amore. All ofthese are made ofnatural or
• of water base. Non-toxic!· ,• 4).THE BUTtERFLY ($25-$40)
• It's a hands free vibrating female jock-
• strap which lets your hands freely to
explore your Partner at the same time.
3) Pocket Rocket ($35)
4 inches long, fits in you bag, and IUDS on
a single -AAA' battery! Tip: For better
stimulation and not to short the batteries
out, place it in a unlubrieated condom
before use.
2)Rabbitt Pearl (S15)
'Ok this one's new to mi and quite hard to
describe because this doesn't look any-
thing like de Energizer Bunny! LOL! But
'lets just say it stimulates the both the vagi-
na and clitoris at the same time, rotates in
2 different directions, and it is recom-
mended intennediate couples!
-..:--
, e Hitachi Magic Wand
140) This baby is powerful! Has a vari-
.' ,: ~.'" "able speed motor, avibrating bulbous
~i' ,: .,:'" . ..~head. One Vietoris Secret model best
.,~ ... put it, "Instant orgasm machine!" LOL!
That is if used right! "Nuff said.
Remember! Safe Sex is better than no
Sex!
aJlofour·equipoieotto·tDi~~i~~_ -
the guise ofdoing a cable access TV spot, . -
only to find out it was a scam," Batewell •
said, reflecting back on the tough times. •
"We've been censored by having the :
sound guy lower Barney's vocals so no • K
one could hear him out of fear he'd offend ' •
someone. This was in front of 500+ pe0-
ple. Once we were payed for our per-
fonnance in chicken, as no money was
available. We ate the chicken."
That is the kind of band they are.
If they had to accept chicken as pay, they
did. What mattered was being heard If it
is meant to be, it is meant to be. How
appropropriate to have their album titled
From Behind Right now, they are behind
bands like Metlllllicll, PetUI JIlIIf and so
on, but one day, they will come up from
behind and end up in everyone's face.
This band has what it takes to make it. It
wOn't belong before cyerone will be get-
ting BUNK,ed.
When they do become success-
ful, they know who they owe their success
• 01",
BUNK's tape titled FROM
BEHIND hits you right in theface, Only
five songs on the tape, but each -one
screams greatness in the making. Each
song COIUains great beats and BUNK's
lead singer, Greg Bolly has 'a great voice,
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Good lyrics also help and BUNK
has that going for them as well. Como ,~I
Di~blo has a line about being a v.: til~"' ,:,{..:
with a tan. !hes~g is really cool.~t ~~'!:'... '... -:<'>.
have to do IS mention the word, vampi~: .
~S:;~~':':a~nt::eak~;; ';:)f{~'~
with lines like "my thoughts are pure, .,.
oh so underage." They even offer advicej:'
to their listeners, proclaiming in one slpg "'.
that we should "do what the voices tell you .~~~
to, because they know what's best for
you."
But who was this voice in my
head? What is BUNK? What is it 'all
. about?
BUNK is a four member band
and the four play very well together, seeing
like they have been together for years.
That is not the case.
Greg Botty, aka Barney, has been
on the rock scene since he was 16. He is
now -in his mid-twenties. Botty played in
several bands in the New Yofk area and
","
has even received two years of formal ~-
vocal trajning Mth.MuullJ' Sillger~oL1he__.__. ~_ Th~ insJ?irati?DS I~ to th~ , __~.~ __ . _ :__ _ _.
Julliard SChool of"~c. . - . , , song,c; they _create. and.3_~_w~ iiii(J¢. . None o~~ :woutd:"be poss~te-· 2rrrA- -_. ,IY.~. • ••¥,..-.........•.
Botty played in a band called According to Batwell, the tape was the wi.th~t o~ain man Mike C," Batewell
Concrete Lifeboat. One of his bandmates easy part. To get from place to place to said. He IS at every-show, almost every
was Brian Kalinowski. perform, the band must stuff into two cars, practice, carries equipment with the best
"Brian is the only member of the four people, four amps, fiv~ or six ~uitars, ofthem,d~ imprompt soundm~ duti~s,
band that's schooled" Ed Batewell the a drum set and PA's. Still, despite the hands out fliers, handles the matlmg list,
guitarist said. "H;'s got a bach~lor's obstael~ that prese~ts, thi~ band o~er- keeps us in check, and the list goes on and
degree from Five Towns Collge and is an comes It and makes It to their ~how. It s a ~n. We g~t the applause, but he deserves
occasional music teacher in -the public long road to success and anytime a band It equally. .
school system. He plays seven or eight can get their music heard is a step in the And the applause l~ well Dr. Kiro:There are many variables
instruments" right direction. BUNK has a pretty good deserved. This may be the first tune you involved in this situation: I) your girl
when Concrete Lifeboat was no idea on how to reach these goals. heard of BUNK,.but it will not be the last. friend could be testing you if you would
more, Botty had a bunch ofsongs he w~t- ".Mos~:y, we'd ~ h~pY,"to ~ot As I pop.out thet.'" tape from my w~an be faithful 2 her. 2)After u get u~ fantasy'
ed to record. Kalinowski's talents were have dayjobs, BateweH said. we re and put It -back mto the- case,-I can t get -- over"with" whatmakes u so~-that-she
needed and he stayed with Botty to record pretty open minded about whic~ path hap- Como EI Diablo out ofmy ~ead. ,I put the doesn't want a gang bang with-4 other butt
new music. Together they looked for a low pens to take us there, but ultimately, no tape amongst my collection", call my ugly guys? ANd she wants to watch u get
budget producer to help them record a new one wants to punch a clock, and we want friend up and tell her I couldn t find the bare-backed? What goes around comes
album. to spend ~ur lives making our music on ~ yet. I.'II give it back wh~n I listen to around my' friend (No pun intended)_'
J.R Bllonavita was to be that our terms. . It some more and make some tune to make LOL! I can't make this decison for you,
man, but he ended up joining the group as And the road they are taking a copy for myself. ur gonna have to choose mon ami -plus u
a guitar player. He'ha sheen quoted as say- seems to be leading them right to success. If you want a copy, don't look to hafto know the SID factor here as well.
ing, "The band is a release to me for all the They have played more .than 75 ~gs as me. Check c~ out their website at GKGQ perseiptioa:
stress and pain, and helps me get my frus- BUNK. They are prepanng for their sec- • www.BUNKnet.com. and find -out more What the f**k is her problem? Sounds
tration and agression out from work." ond full-length album and ar; .also plan- • about ~is U?up, as wel.l as listen to some like OIl kinky girl you have there. do you
Batewell, who took time out from ning to create a box set ofLP s. The band • of their music, I·premise that before ~e know if she is bi-sexual or what? Maybe
his busy schedule to answer questions, was commissioned for a 90-sec0nd jingle • end of the day, their songs will be stuck m she just wants to leave you for a 'woman.
rounds out the group as another guitarist. for the US Postal Service, and according • your head, and you'll enjoy singing them. Some other assumptions is that she might
Their first· performance took to their website, "are planning for world • be bored with men. This could also be a
place at a local church gymnasium in domination." •• t test ofhow faithful y ou are. If){ou would
March of 1998. They were received well, . But being on that road to"world: Wr 1 e· act in such a manner that might make her
and as BateweU said, "The rest is BUNK." domination" does have it's share of inter- • • move 011••• So think about it before you
BUNK is a little hard rock, a little esting stories. .' • .Lott make your decision.
,metal. The sounds, the voice, the lYrics'. "We've ha~ drunk~ women -1) In my opinion, she might be looking to
are reminiscent of the songs you can hear J~P ~ stage and, m attempting to get A3Y fl~/J1spice up her sex life. She is bored out of
on 92.3 KRock.. yet, -as of right now, you down WIth the band, knocked over all the • ".,.." the regular no orgasm, same old in and out
can't. , They are aband you ,may have mic stands mid song. Nasty feedback!" • . wham bam thank you mam. A few sug-
never heard of but should listen to. They. It's. t~ugh to make it to the big : . gestioos that might be kinky but do able.
are rising stars who are right now.trying to. " tune. ~~e~~ you have ~ ~e ~ • haha, Maybe to engange in making a
make .me big time in the New York good ~Ith the. bad. Women .Jumpmg on • porno. When in front of the camera and
CitylLong Island scene. If you can't get s~e IS the g~ but som~ a ~d •. spot light, you'll be surprised in how
your hands on a tape, you can listen to trymg to make It has.to pay its ~es ~ a • much better you will profonn. You'll give
their music. way that seems,unfair. BUNK IS no dif- • it to her much better. Afterwards you can
Taking advantage of the new ferent, and they have taken the bad .and • both review the tape and learn'. This is
craze in MP3 '5, BUNK can be heard, JUst made themselves stronger because of It. • much safer than an orgy. SAFE SEX!
"We've been duped into hauling •
.. .... .#
- -- ". -.---.-----'-.;;. - --, --
..BUNK
It sat in my room collecting dust.
The tape was gien to me and I didn't touch
it for three weeks. Who the hell was
BVNK anyway? I didn't know, and I did-
n't try to find out. The tape was a loan and
th loaner wanted it back. I decided I might
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and a few other awe-
some concerts and
random events but as
far as clubs go... 0 for
2 this time! Read on
for the latest adven-
tures...
Main bar anetdance floor in Ivy
Ivy is 2 I and over.
Ivy hosts a variety of events, including promoter nights such as the night I unfor-
tunately attended. There was a party supposedly being thrown... it was about as happening
as the picture you see here. ,
This is a great looking place, and definitely where to go to smoke a cigar and
order James Bond drinks- but it's a little too downbeat for my taste.





There was that phat
Lambda Phi Epsilon
party a while back,
Ivy
2130 Broadway (75~ St.) . /. .
Formally the China Club, Ivy opened at the end of 1998 to great expectations. One
of the few night clubs on the
Upper West side, Ivy's under-
ground world offers four
rooms with different twists-
you've got your James Bond,
Poison Ivy, Champagne and
Cigar Rooms. How "themed"
are these ·theme rooms? Not
much- if you're expecting
gaudy decor you won't find it
at Ivy. This upscale club
caters to high-end corporate
events...basically the crowd is
older and in their professional
years.
\
Rebar is strictly 21 and over.
The Karen Rush Band leadsinger bowling away, andguitarist
This obscure little comer club opens to a rectangular room, with a 45 foot long
bar on the left and a few booths on the right. Further up the right side is a square raised
DJ booth, leading to a small rectangular dance floor decorated with mosaic tiles and
couches.
The night I stopped by IndieGrrl was presenting the RockHER showcase
series...ay. Indiegrrl is an independent women's music cooperative and support network
that was launched through the internet, and features-what else- female rock artists.
Aspiring female rock artists. We walked in on the Karen Rush Band, a band that showed
potential and could possibly get somewhere on that long hard road-to nonstop radio play
fameif.tbt~YJake-ooee~trastep. Get rid of the lead singer! What wretched vocals. lordy.
All I kept thinking as f~ened to them was "God she should realty shut her mouth." A '
shame really because everyone else in that group showed promise. The next band wasn't
much better either but let me not waste precious time on that. .
This Indiegrrl fest is just one example of the diverse events that occur at Rebar.
They have an in house DJ, promoter nights, and other things that pop up. It's a cozy little
. place (and right near school too!). I recommend calling in advance and finding out
what's going on first. Log on to www.rebarloungecom for the latest info. or call
212.627.1680 for the 411.
.;.•....
f---J.lIlI~H- Lounge.
127 8th Ave. (16th St.)
'__.l,,--__
Voice of the' Internal
.,
---- ._--- '-- .------------~
ing into consideration that these lives may
not want to be created in this manner. In
fact, Mew Two says this in the film. He
can't comprehend who he is, why he was
made and what his purpose in life is, so he
takes out his frustrations on those who like
to play God. That would be us.
This version was filled with
action, still managed to maintain the "cute
factor" with funny moments, while still
dealing with a serious topic in an interest-
ing thought provoking manner. How the
American version will be handled is
unknown. Will it be as serious as the
Japanese version? Probably not. I think a
musical score will ruin it. Let the story
speak for itself.
You have my stance on the man-
ner. Find the Japanese version; buy a bag
of popcorn and a can of soda and save a
bundle of money. You'll enjoy this ver-
sion more, anyway. Pikachu's Summer
Vacation is also available on video if you
can find it.
I like Pokemon now. I think I'll
give it a try. I just need to get my hands
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work's. kids' lineup. Later this year,
WARNER BROTHERS will be releasing
the first Pokemon movie complete with a
new musical score and Pikachu's
Summer Vacation, a short that will be
shown before the major film.
Well, the movie was already seen
in Japan under the title, Mew Two Strikes
Back. I got my hands on the tape of the
film, subtitled for my viewing pleasure.
After watching the tape, I realize why I
hate the American version so much. They
cut out all the good stuffand dub the show
with words that are more suitable for the
children viewing audience. Sure, there
was no cursing in this film, but I can't see
how this film had some serious tone to it,
while all the shows I have seen are just
plain.. childish. Just like Dragon BaD Z,
Pokemon is more fun to watch in
Japanese. Interesting to note, Japanese
people have called Pokemon childish as
well. Wonder what they would think of
the American version.
I know, you don't like reading
subtitles, but subtitles only sucks for
French love stories you're forced to go see
with your girlfriend. This is different.
This is Anime. You get used to it with a




Ok, Ok. The Little
Mermaid can not be compared
to Mermaid Forest. Damn!
Don't' get so defensive. What
did you say? In this book, eat-
ing a mermaid's flesh can bring
you immortality? Cool!
Cannibalism. I~ g-ive it
a look.
Damn! This book is
really good. A fast read and
very interesting, too. Yuta, a
young girl in the book, and
Mano, a young man are not
really young at all. They have
been traveling through Japan
for many centuries, longing to
live a normal life after they
have eaten the flesh of a mer-
maid, giving them immortality.
They are very lucky, though.
Others, who have done so, have
died in agony or turned into
savage monsters known as "lost
souls."
on their journey, they run into a
doctor, an old lady and a beautiful young
girl whose arm unfortunately looks
grotesque. She doesn't have long to live
and wants the Mermaid's flesh. She uses
the two travelers to reach her goals. The'
two immortals discover that the old lady
and the beautiful young girl are twin sis-
ters. The young lady's desire to obtain the
mermaid's flesh is not for the reason you
would think. Interesting twists and turns
make up this four-part story, which is crig-
inal, surprising and fun to read.
Ok, so I've been convinced and I
hope I've convinced others to give it a try.
Those who don't have time to read multi-
part stories could really get into this short
Manga that will leave you wanting more.
I'll be the first to tell you that I
can't stand Pokemon. I don't understand
the hype. The show is too cutesy for me.
I need more action and characters I can
relate to. Or maybe I need to stop watch-
ing the American version shown on
KIDS' WB and check out the original
Japanese episodes.
Pokemon started in Japan.
Pokemon translated into English is called
Pocket Monsters. You have heard ofthat
show. One episode sent many children to
a hospital when they started having
seizures from watching flashing lights
emanate from one of the creature's.eyes.
That's ok though, because the show
became a huge hit and has hit American
soil with video games, stuffed toys and
Pokernon trading card games. The series
was dubbed and sent to America where it








Japanese Manga is great. I enjoy
reading it and when it becomes Anime, I
enjoy watching it. I can't, however, do
what you are asking me. There is no way
in hell that I will review a Manga called
Mermaid Forest.
Oil, this was written by RUMI-
KA TAKAHASHI. She did Ranma 1/2.
I've heard of her. She's the most translat-
ed Manga writer. Her work is the most
read and respected work among Manga
fans. But, I'm a man; I can't read a story





these who are unwit-
tingly going to stare
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25 Eddie Murphy and 48 Diminish in force,
Steve Martin launcher recede
26 Thicke from "Grow~ng 49 Not now
~>
~. -Pains" 51 Rubout .~
27'· '"011- ~-··(f ~53' -'Fifes:formany.. - .. PQl1
28 Alias featured in The Ticker
29 Holy city of Islam 55 As well as
35 Wealthy 56 Boxed drink in the mid.-
37 Pamela Anderson Lee ·s 1990·s that failed
newshow 58 Ziering of U Beverly
41 Pitt and Willis· flick, Hillsl 90210"
"12 . II 59 Singer DeFranco
42 Exercise method 62 Epsilon and Zeta·s
43 Perfect golf shot, place in the English
abbre. alphabet
44 Two little hidden 63 Egyptiangod Amen-
. words in ESL
45 United Florists, 64 Prefix creating the
46 MS-DOS and Windows, antonym of "regular"
abbre.
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1 Active volcano activity




5 Hub of a wheel .
6 Popular bookbags




11 Everything· s fine;
thumbs up
12 Arid
16 Types of couplets
20 Teeny tiny





23 Converts man pages
into other formats




. 55 Sports company for
windsurfing
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6 Archie' s crowned
friend
13 Spaghetti




18 These animals pop
19 Ethical philosopher
who believed that the
presence of pleasure
was the absence of
pain
26 "Big Daddy" Sandler
30 Author of Perspectives .
on Citizen Kane
31 Superior or Placid




38 Region of the US you
live in
39 Eye between two seas
40 Real time one on one
chat





48 Saba and the
Forty Thieves
50 Robbers pull these
52 Rogaine users
54 "Hit the Jack'"
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bit and shifts the mood of the CD. Ain't
Going Down sounds like the team of
. Lyndy Layton and Steve P are slowing
down, but five minutes into the song they
lash out with drum-n-bass vibes reminis-
cent of Roni Size.
The lyrics fit the mood of the
music perfectly in every song, and with
the songs packing rhythm, attitude, may-
hem and bad ass bopping beats I won't be
surprisedif I start hearing- Hardknox in
dance clubs everywhere. I can't wait to
hear their next album already!
The Robot. Although I found this last bit
a little entertaining I believe it was a little
out of place. There .were times that I found
myself laughing at the madcap antics of
Mary Katherine but they were few and
far in between. Most of the time I sat
in my seat wearing a smile because I felt
sorry for the lame jokes that nobody
laughed at. The audience seemed to only
laugh at Mary Katherine dancing and
falling all over the place.
Although Shannon's portrayal of
burgeoning starlet, Mary Katherine
Gallagher, and Will Ferrel's performance
as Sky are enough to leap frog them over
, It's Pat and Night at the Roxbury, their
combined effort just isn't enough to make
Superstar rise above mediocrity or
Wayne's World. .
:.;.-.'.
"party rockin' ...and if the rhythm doesn't
get you moving [they're] gonna slam
[you] with some-more bass."
Come In Hard combines techno
and drum-n-bass to produce a dark, dance-
able track. Attitude's phat guitar riffs
sounds a little more like traditional rock.
Some songs, as in Coming Back With A
Sword, freeze up in the middle for a sec-
ond, as if to give you an opportunity to
breathe before taking another thrashing of
beats. That was definitely appreciated
because I couldn't stop dancing since I
started spinning the CD.
Not all the songs were massively
hard though. Resistance Is Futile fades a
opportunity to fulfill her fantasy. The only
things standing between her and super
stardom are her uptight grandmother
(Glynis Johns) and the evil, flaky head
cheerleader (Elaine Hendrix). To make
matters more complicated, Mary
Katherine is attracted to and wants that big
kiss from the head cheerleader's main
squeeze, Sky, nicely played by SNL vet
Win Ferrel.
The trouble I had with this movie
is that there were too many things
going on at once, and I wasn't sure what
was happening. It seemed like the writers
all wanted to add their own personal touch. .
to the recipe. First there's a tan dark mys-
terious stranger who seems to be attracted
to Mary. Then there's a divine-appearance
by the Lord himself. There's even a dance
number that had the whole cafeteria doing
portraying a judge who .must keep a seri-
ous tone in this movie. He is one of the
most relaistic characters in the film.
The scenes involving ice skating
are pretty cool and some of the relation-
ships in the movie are enjoyable to watch.
In conclusion, I overall liked this
movie, however I would not recommend
this movie to anyone who is looking for a
lot of action or drama. I gi ve this movie
three out of five pucks and hope you enjoy
this movie as much as I have.
· R ·SIC·· eVl8ws
Over and Jockey Full of Bourbon, a
song originally recorded by Tom Waits.
The only "somewhat" notable
song is the title track, which sounds like a
theme song for a spy movie. In getting a
record contract, bassist and vocalist Mark
Fontana, lead/rhythm guitarist Mark
Sproull, drummer Tom Maxwell, and
Hawaiian steel guitarist Gary Brandin
must have gotten way more luck than the
Irish.
Why are there bonus tracks? The
eleven listed tracks already suck, why
would I want more? Somebody help me! I
must admit, I even apologized to my CD
player for having to play such bad music.
Do you know why the record is called.
SAVAGE NIGHT? Cuz It's murder g~t-"'"
ting through the fuckin' album!
•••
named Mary Katherine Gallagher into
something that theater goers would enjoy.
Unfortunately Superstar falls-.short of its
expectations. It resembles the more
unsuccessful It's Pat and A Night at the
Roxbury movies than the more popular
Wayne's World.
Mary Katherine Gallagher is a
young, eager, energetic.. and extremely
clumsy Catholic school girl who wants
nothing more than to become a superstar
so that she can a receive a big Hollywood-
style kiss. As it happens, she gets her
opportunity to do so within the movie.
When Catholic Teen Magazine sponsors a
talent contest at her school with a
grand prize of a free trip to Hollywood,
where she would have the chance to be
an extra in a movie with positive moral
values, Mary Katherine jumps at the
to try to win. They are in-experienced, as
they have never played in a pro game.
However, their skill is equal to any pro
teams portrayed in this movie. They are an
untouched, unknown resource and with
this chance they try to prove themselves
by acting upon their strength within.
There are some small relation-
ships, some classic cliches and humorous
joke~. This is however, a sports movie. If
.you hate sports all together then I would
suggest you stay away. I would recom-
mend this movie to those who want a cou-
ple of laughs and who like sports movies
with a little bit of drama.






This self-titled debut album
_ '. imprints one h_~ll_Qf an_ impression. Its
fierce, in-your-face combination of -tech--
no, hip hop, and drum-n-bass just whacks
you about the head as it pounds you beat
after beat, and you can't pull away! The
beats are insatiatingly danceable and it's
going to, as Fire Like This does, get any
ovie Reviews
Since this is my first CD review,
I'll go easy- it sucks! This isn't your typ-
ical 90's music. It's neo lounge, and will
hopefully come at:td go like neo-swing.
Who needs this shit? Don't expect any-
thing amazing, just a bunch ofguys croon-
ing exactly like Chris Isaak and Elvis
Presley with some slaps on bongos and a
Hawaiian steel guitar, which is unique, but
plain old boring, and slow as a tortoise.
The CD is however, quite relax-
ing, and will make you go to sleep because
of the sheer boredom of it. Examples
include Highlife, which has some female
vocal backing. The musicians definitely
know how to play their instruments, but
why waste talent on something like this?










In the tradition of Wayne and
Garth, Pat, and the Roxbury boys,
Molly Shannon's overachieving alter ego
Mary Katherine Gallagher gets to strut her
stuff on the big screen in Superstar. In
this latest attempt to turn a popular skit
character into a possible money maker for
SNL Studios. Molly Shannon is allowed
to expand her somewhat funny skit of a




If you loved Mighty Ducks, then
you'll love this movie. This movie is
Mighty Ducks for the grown-ups.
Some of the jokes found in this
movie tend to be childish and over done.
This movie is 'about the New York
Rangers who come to a small town in
Alaska to challenge the mystery men of
Alaska. In the end, these mystery men
must pull together to create a winning
team so as to not to loose face. To do so,
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-. Ithis ad!
Kmart is proud to be a neighbor to New York
City's finest colleges and universities and wants to
give back to our community. From October "5th to
the 24th, irs "Student Days" at Kmart Astor Place.
We are grateful to students of higher education for
their loyal patronage and, -to show our thanks, we-
are giving students 100/0 off everything in the store
and 200k off lunch or dinner at the K-Cafe*. Just bring
this ad with you to the store. We will also be awarding
four One Thousand Dollar Scholarships** to help defray
your education costs. Kmart.••we're more than just a great
place to find. everYthing you need for college life.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Astor Place
8th S1. at Lafayette 21-2-673-1540
Monday-Friday: ~m·10pm, saturday:' 10am-9pm,Sunday: 11am-8pm
Kmart Astor Place $1,000 Scholarship
To enter•• outthis coupon and Name. _
brine it tD the
K-.t AsW Place AdcIn!sse:us..... Senke . '------------------
Desk..,... City State Zip _......, .
. ~OdI ~th.~ &_Wila_" be ~-~ ~~'------
salected ... week
~ 0dDber 2_ and School 10 _
.. be notified by
tel....... or lllail Majol: . Graduation Year _L J~




*NiJst presenfvalid fall 1999 college 10 with ad for discount. Does Dot indude perfume, cologne and tobacco products. Additional Scholarship Award Entry Forms are available at the Kmart Astor Place Customer Service Desk.
-Open to aU enrolled college students with avalid college 10 for fall 1999. No purchase necessary. One entry per person. Entries must be placed in ballot box ~ 8pm on Sunday, October 24th, 1999. to be eligible.
Valid college 10 must be presented to claim scholarship award. temart employees, subsicfraries and their families are not eligible.
•
